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ANNULAR BUNDLES

MARCO ABATE

This paper is devoted to the study of a particular kind of complex
manifold with non-trivial topology: holomorphic fiber bundles with
fibers biholomorphic to plane annuli.

0. Introduction. In recent years, some work has been done on func-
tion theory in complex manifolds with non-trivial topology. Two dif-
ferent approaches have been developed, a variational one and a purely
complex-theoretical one.

The origins of the former (due essentially to Bedford and Burns;
cf. [BBu] and [Bl]) lie in the work of Landau and Osserman [LO1,
LO2] on multiply connected Riemann surfaces. They defined an in-
variant norm on the homology group of the surface, using a particular
family of harmonic functions. The solution of an associated extremal
problem is a harmonic measure of the surface. The invariance prop-
erties of this function can be used to get several results in function
theory, for instance the classification of the plane annuli.

Bedford and Burns, in [BBu], developed a similar theory in bounded
domains of Cn of the form D\\D2, where D\ and D2 were smooth
strongly pseudoconvex domains with D2 c c ΰ i . They used an invari-
ant norm on the homology groups defined by Chern et al. in [CLN],
and the solution of a particular complex Monge-Ampere equation as
harmonic measure. Bedford, in [Bl], studied complex manifolds of
(complex) dimension n with Hn(X, R) ψ (0) using several other invari-
ant norms on Hn(X, R).

The second approach (due essentially to Bedford, again, and Mok;
cf. [B2] and [Mo]) is based on the classical theory of Stein manifolds,
and is devoted to the study of Stein manifolds of (complex) dimension
n with Hn(X, R) Φ (0). In particular, Mok proved that, under some
mild assumptions, a holomorphic map of such a Stein manifold into
itself inducing an isomorphism of Hn(X, R) is an automorphism.

These methods do not work on manifolds with non-trivial homology
only in low dimensions. For instance, we do not get any result on the
simplest example of non-contractible strongly pseudoconvex domain,
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that is

D = {(z, w) e C 2 I \z\2 + \w\2 + \w\~2 < 3}.

Indeed, the map τ : D -> Do = D n ({0} x C) given by τ(z, H>) = (0, H>)
is a retraction of deformation of D onto Z>0 Therefore //*(AR) =
i/*(A)>R); in particular, H2{D,R) = (0).

As we shall see in Example 3.2, if we consider only generic holo-
morphic maps of D into itself, we cannot hope to find any result like
Mok's. However, we may exploit the topology of D in another way.

Let p: D —• C be the projection on the first coordinate; then the
fibers of p are biholomorphic to plane annuli. In other words, topo-
logically D is a (trivial) fiber bundle in annuli, with non-constant com-
plex structure on the fibers, a first example of what we call an annular
bundle. On this kind of object it is possible to develop a theory gen-
eralizing the methods of Landau and Osserman, and we shall be able
to study thoroughly the holomorphic fiber maps between annular bun-
dles. Moreover, the study of such bundles leads to some interesting
results regarding line bundles and hermitian metrics.

The content of this paper is the following. In the first section, we
shall define the notion of annular bundle and several associated in-
variants. In particular, the curvature form of a hermitian metric on
a particular line bundle correlated to the bundle, and a real function
measuring the variation of the complex structure of the fibers will turn
out to be essential to describe the structure of the bundle, deserving
the specific name of modular data. We shall also define other related
concepts and produce some examples.

In the second section we shall study the following problem: do the
modular data determine the annular bundle? Along the way, we shall
characterize the differential forms that may arise as curvature forms
of a hermitian metric on a specific holomorphic line bundle.

In the third, and last, section we shall study the fiber maps between
annular bundles. We shall define the notion of harmonic measure of
an annular bundle, which we shall exploit to develop a theory paral-
lel to the plane case. We shall be able to prove a rigidity theorem in
the spirit of Mok's result for a large class of annular bundles (Theo-
rem 3.8). Finally, we shall study in some details the group of fiber
automorphisms of an annular bundle.

I wish to thank Paul Yang for the several stimulating conversations
during the preparation of this paper.
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1. Annular bundles: definitions and examples. A triple {A, p, B) will
be called an annular bundle if

(i) A and B are connected complex manifolds and p: A —• B is a
holomorphic map;

(ii) there exist an open cover { Ua} of B, smooth functions p®, p%: Ua

—• R+ with p^ < p% and biholomorphisms

X*: p-ι(Ua) -> {(z, w) e Ua x C|/>?(z) < M < /£(*)}

such that the diagram

CUaxC

commutes, where π is the projection on the first coordinate;

(iii) there are holomorphic maps gQβ: Ua Π Uβ —• C* so that

Xβl: / / ? ( ^ n Uβ) -+ χa{Ua n ϋ » is given by

(1.1) Xa o Xβl(z, W) = (Z

A is called the total space, B the 6&s£ and {Ua} a trivializing cover.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that every trivializing cover is
a good cover, that is that any non-empty finite intersection of Ua is
contractible. For every z e B we shall denote the fiber p"" 1 ^) by >4Z,
and we shall often write A instead of (A, p, B).

Using (ii), we can construct the real line bundle p*: %[{p,R) —• B,
with fiber H\ (Az, R) at z e B. Then (iii) immediately implies that this
bundle is trivial (cf. also the beginning of §3).

Actually, (iii) is equivalent to the triviality of this bundle. In fact,
for any z e B, χa o χjι{z, •) is an isomorphism between two plane

annuli; hence we should have either χa oXβl(z, w) = (z, gaβ(z)w) or

Xa ° Xβ\z> W) = (Z, gaβ{z)w-1).

If p*: %f\ (p, R) -> B is trivial, we can consistently choose generators

for H\(AZ,R). Moreover, χa°X*1 must send this generator in a pos-

itive multiple of itself, and this is possible iff χa° Xβl is of the form

(1.1), and we are done.

A fiber map between two annular bundles {A\,pι,B\) and (A2, P2> B2)
is a holomorphic map f\A\ —• A2 such that there is a holomorphic
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map φ: B\ —»• B^ so that the following diagram commutes:

An isomorphism of annular bundles is a fiber map with a fiber in-
verse, as usual. Later, we shall define an equivalence of annular bun-
dles, a particular kind of isomorphism.

Now we shall define several objects canonically associated to an
annular bundle.

First of all, the system of nowhere-vanishing holomorphic functions
{Saβ} defined in (1.1) is a 1-cocycle with coefficients in &*, and so it
determines an element of Hι(B,t?*). The corresponding line bundle
EA over B is the filling bundle of A.

The {gQβ} satisfy a very important relation. Since χa°xγ is a fiber
preserving biholomorphism, we must have

(1.2) pϊ = \gafi\p{ and p$ = \gaβ\pξ on Ua n Uβ.

In particular, p^lp\ = pζ/Pi o n UaΓ\Uβ; hence we may define the
modular function r: B -> (1, +oo) by

In other words, r (z) is just the modulus of the annulus Az, and so r
measures the variation of the complex structure on the fibers. Later,
we shall often identify r and r o p , if no confusion will arise (cf. for
instance (1.3)).

There is another consequence of (1.2): p\j'pf is the modulus of a

holomorphic function on UaΠUβ. Therefore log(/>f /pζ) is plurihar-

monic, that is ddc log ρ\ = ddc log p\ on UaΓ\Uβ. Hence we may

define the modular form ω of the annular bundle by

ω = ddc log pi on Ua\

ω is a real closed (l,l)-form on B. The modular function and the
modular form are the modular data of the annular bundle.

To understand the meaning of ω we need another element. (1.2)
yields
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So we may define a hermitian metric h on the filling bundle EA, called
the filling metric, setting ha = (pι)~2 on Ua. The curvature form of
this metric is

d~dlog{p^)-2 = -iddc\ogp^ = -iω.

Therefore ω essentially is the curvature form of the filling metric.
The annular bundle may be recovered starting from the filling metric

and the modular function:

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (A, p, B) be an annular bundle with filling bun-
dle E, filling metric h and modular function r. Then

(1.3) A = {ζeE\\<h(ζ)<r(ζ)2}.

Conversely, given a line bundle (E, p, B) with a hermitian metric h and
a smooth function r: B —• (l,+oo), the subset A ofE defined by (1.3) is
an annular bundle with filling bundle E, filling metric h and modular
function r.

Proof Let {Ua} be a trivializing cover of B. Using the correspond-
ing local coordinates on E, if we set ζ = (z, w) e p~ι(Ua), we have

h(ζ) = \w\2/p<ϊ(z)2 and r(ζ)2 = (p%(z)/p<t(z))2,

and A is given by (1.3).
Conversely, if we have Eyh and r, set p* = (ha)~2 and /?£ = τp\

on Ua\ it is immediate to check that A is the annular bundle locally
defined by ρ\ and p^. •

Let E*A be the dual bundle of ̂ (defined by the 1-cocycle { ( ^ ) - 1 } ) .
On E*A we may put the dual metric h* given by (h*)a = {pf)2 on Ua.
Since (by (1.2))

h* is well defined. The dual annular bundle A* is given by

A* = {ζeE*A\Kh*(ζ)<r(ζ)2}.

A* is an annular bundle with filling bundle E*A, modular function r
and modular form ω* given by

ω* = -ddc log pi on[/ α .

ω and ω* are related by

(1.4) ω + ω* = -ddclogr.
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There is a natural isomorphism *: A —• A* given locally by

*(z, W) = (Z, W"1).

It is immediate to check that * is well defined.
A fiber map / between two annular bundles is an isometry if it

is an isometry for the filling metrics; it is a dual isometry if * / is
an isometry. An isometric isomorphism between two annular bundles
over the same manifold B inducing the identity on B is an equivalence
of annular bundles.

An equivalence induces biholomorphisms between the fibers and
preserves the filling metrics; therefore it must be linear on the fibers,
and it extends to an equivalence of the filling bundles. In particular,
an equivalence preserves both the modular data and the filling bundle
with its filling metric. Therefore, we shall identify two equivalent
annular bundles. Finally, remark that * is not an isometry.

At this point, some examples are mandatory.

EXAMPLE 1.1. Let B be a connected complex manifold, p\, p2: B —>
R+ smooth functions with p\ < p2, and set A = {(z,w) e B x C|
p\(z) < \w\ < p2(z)} (A,p,B), where p is the projection on the
first coordinate, is an annular bundle over B. Every annular bundle
equivalent to A is called a trivial bundle. In this case, the filling bundle
is the trivial bundle i x C , the modular function is P2/P1 and the
modular form is ddc \o%p\.

EXAMPLE 1.2. An annular bundle (A, p, B) is self dual if there is a
trivializing cover {Ua} of B and a smooth function r: B —• (1, +00)
such that p~ι{Ua) is fiber biholomorphic to

{(z, w) e Ua x CI r{z)-χ'2 < \w\ < r(z)1/2}.

In this case, the modular function is r and the modular form is
-ddclogr-1/2. In particular, (1.4) yields

(1.5) ω = ω\

As we shall see later, (1.5) characterizes self-dual bundles up to equiv-
alence.

If {Saβ} is the 1-cocycle representing EA) (1.2) yields \gaβ\r = r o n
UaΠUβ, and \gaβ\ = 1. Therefore {gaβ} is a 1-cocycle with coefficients
in S1, and EA belongs to the image of Hι {B, S1) in Hι {Bf 0*) through
the map induced by the natural inclusion of sheaves S1 —• 0*. In
particular, the map / : A —• A* defined locally by /(z, w) = (z,w) is a
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real equivalence between A and A*, explaining the name of this kind
of bundle.

One may wonder if, for self-dual bundles, A is equivalent to A*.
As we shall see later, this is equivalent to a strong property of the
automorphism group of the annular bundle.

EXAMPLE 1.3. Let Bn be the unit ball of Cn, and define an annular
bundle over B" by

A = {{z, w) e Bn x CI | |z | | 2 + \w\2 + \w\~2 < 3}.

A is a self-dual bundle over Bn with modular function

r(z) = [k(z) + \/k{z)2-4] 1%

where fc(z) = 3- | |z | | 2 . In particular, r is a strictly decreasing function
of | |z| | with the origin as unique maximum point. As we shall see,
using this information we shall be able to compute the automorphism
group of A.

The modular form is

ω = --ddclogr

h"+(*<*> -j h ( < > m) v ] <**•
where δμu is the Kronecker delta.

These are the examples we need later on; anyway, using Proposition
1.1, it is very easy to construct several other examples.

2. The modular theory. Among the several objects attached to an
annular bundle, the easiest to work with are the modular data. There-
fore we want to address the following problem: do the modular data
determine the annular bundle? As we shall see, the answer is linked
to the topological structure of the base.

We need some preliminary definitions and results. Let B be a com-
plex manifold: a smooth function p: B —> R+ is logarithmically pluri-
harmonic if logp is pluriharmonic, that is if ddc log/? = 0 on B. If
/ : B —> C* is a non-vanishing holomorphic function, then p = \f\
is logarithmically pluriharmonic; indeed, locally we may define log/,
and we have log/? = Re(log/).

Essentially, all the logarithmically pluriharmonic functions are of
this kind. Let J ? + be the sheaf of germs of logarithmically plurihar-
monic functions; then we may define a sheaf morphism m: &* —> £?+
sending, at the presheaf level, a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic func-
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tion to its modulus. Then

PROPOSITION 2.1. The sequence of sheaves

0 -+ S1 Λ ffi* -2U 5?+ —> 0

w exact

Proof. The exactness at S1 is obvious. Let f e 0* be in the kernel
of m. Then there is a representative / of f such that |/| = 1. Then
/ is a constant of modulus 1, and f £ /(S1). Finally, we must prove
the exactness at -2*+, that is that every logarithmically pluriharmonic
function is locally the modulus of a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic
function. Taking (locally) logarithms, this is equivalent to proving that
every pluriharmonic function is locally the real part of a holomorphic
function, a classical result. For sake of completeness, we report the
proof.

Let φ: U —• R be a pluriharmonic function, where U c B is a
contractible open set. Since

0 = ddcφ = -lΐddφ = -2id{dφ)

and &(U,R) = (0), there is a g e C™(U) such that dφ = dg =
dg + dg. Comparing bidegrees, we get 9 g = 0, that is g e <f{U) and
dg = dφ. Now

dφ - dφ +Wφ = dφ + dφ = dg + Έg = dg + Έg = 2d(Reg).

Therefore there is a e R such that φ = Re(2g + a)9 and the assertion
follows. D

COROLLARY 2.2. The following long sequence is exact:

0 -> S1 -> <?*(£) — -S*+(£) - ^ T/1^, S1) A Hl(B,0*)

^ Hι(B, &+) -+ H2(B> S1) -> -

, S1) -> Hk(B,0*) -> Hk

Now we would like to examine more closely the group Hι(B,Jΐ?+).
We need

LEMMA 2.3. Lβ/ ωbea real closed (1, l)-form on a complex manifold
B. Then in every open contractible subset U ofB there exists a smooth
function u: U —• R+ swcA ίAαί ω = ddc logw m U.
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Proof. Since ω is closed and U is contractible, there is a 1-form
ψ = ψ(ι>°) + ψ(°'1) such that ω = dψ. Comparing bidegrees, we get

Then there exist v b v 2 G C°°(C/) such that ψ^W = dvx and yA0-1) =
dv2. Therefore

ω = 'ddvi + d~dv2 = ̂ C[(V! - v2)/2ι].

Put v = Re[(vi - v2)/2/]; since ω is real,

ddcv = Re[^ c ((v ! - v2)/2ι)] = Reω = ω.

Finally, w = exp(v) is as required. D

Denote by Λu(2?, R) the group of the real closed (l,l)-foπns mod-
ulo the real forms of the kind ddc log/? on B. Then we have

THEOREM 2.4. Let B be a complex manifold. Then Λlfl(2?,R) and
ι are isomorphic.

Proof. We want to define a homomorphism μ from the group
ZlΛ(B,R) of the real closed (l,l)-foπns onto Hι(B,£?+).

Fix a locally finite good cover {Ua} of B, and let ω be a real closed
(l,l)-form on B. By Lemma 2.3, on every Ua we find a smooth func-
tion pa: UOL —• R+ such that ω = ddc log pa on C/α. Moreover, if
/>L: Ua -> R + i s another function with the same property, then p'Q/pa

is logarithmically pluriharmonic on Ua9 and therefore (cf. the proof
of Proposition 2.1) there exists a holomorphic function ha: Ua —> C*
such that ρ'a = pa\ha\.

On UaΓ\Uβ, we have aWclog/>α = ddclogpβ\ therefore {pa/Pβ} is a
1-cocycle with coefficients in 3*+. Moreover, by the previous remark,
if ω = dWc log p'a is another local representation of ω in t/α, there exist
holomorphic functions /zα: Ua—> C* such that

(Pa/P'β)\hβ\ = \ha\(Pa/pβ) on C/α n ϋ>.

So ω determines a well defined element /i(ω) G Hι(BptS
?+), and /i

is obviously a homomorphism from Z U ( 5 , R ) to Hι{B,£?+).
Now we want to prove that our map is onto. Let {paβ} be a 1-

cocycle with coefficients in £?+\ choose a partition of unity {τa} sub-
ordinate to {UQ}, and define pa: UQ^> R+ by

Pa =
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On Ua n Uβ we have

Pa/Pβ = JliPaσ/PβσY' =
a σ

Set α> = ddc logpa on ί/α. Since

ddc log pa - Λ/c lθgPβ = έ/έ/c \0%{pa/Pβ)

= Λ/' log/?α/? = 0 on C/α n £//?,

ω is a well defined real closed (l,l)-fbrm on B, and obviously μ(ω) =
{Paβ}

We are left with the computation of ker/i. If ω = ddc log p for
some /?: 5 —> R+

? then obviously ω e ker/i. Conversely, choose ω E
ker/i, and write ω = ddc logpa on C/α. Since /e(ω) = 1, there exist
σa: Ua ~> R+ with ddclogσa = 0 and

(2.1) σa/σβ = ^ α / ^ on Ua Π C/̂ .

Let p: 5 -> R+ be given by p = pα/^α on C/α; by (2.1) p is well defined,
and

ddc log /? = ̂ rfc log pa - ddc log σa = Λ/c log /?α on Ua,

that is ω = ddc log p.
Hence μ defines an isomorphism between AlΛ(B, R) and Hι (B, i? + ),

as required. D

Λ^^^R) is a real "Aeppeli group" of the manifold B\ compare
Bigolin [Bi] for definitions and properties of the Aeppeli groups.

We shall denote by μ: ΛU(J5,R) -+ Hι{Bf£?+) the isomorphism
defined in Theorem 2.4. Furthermore, if ω is a real closed (l,l)-form,
we shall denote by [ω] its class in Λu(2?, R).

Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.4 are what we need to solve our prob-
lem:

THEOREM 2.5. Let B be a complex manifold. Then a real closed
(1, lyform ω is the modular form of an annular bundle over B with
filling bundle E iff

= m*(E).

Proof. Fix a good open cover {Ua} ofB trivializing E. Suppose
that ω and r are the modular data for an annular bundle {A, p, B)
with filling bundle £, and write ω = ddc logpa on Ua. Let {gaβ} be
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the 1-cocycle representing E. Then (1.2) yields

(2.2) \gaβ\ = pa/pβ on Ua n Uβ,

and therefore m*(E) = μ[ω], as required.
Conversely, assume that μ[ω] = m*(E), and let {gaβ} be the 1-

cocycle representing E. This means that (cf. Lemma 2.3) we may
write ω = ddc log pa on C/α, and (2.2) holds. So, define a hermitian
metric h on E setting ha = (pQ)~2 on C/α (which is possible by (2.2)).
Then

A = {ζeE\Kh(ζ)<r(ζ)2},

where r: B —> (1, +oo) is an arbitrary smooth function, is an annular
bundle with modular form ω and filling bundle E. π

Actually, Theorem 2.5 proved the following statement:

THEOREM 2.5'. Let B be a complex manifold, and ω a real closed
(1, \)-form on B. Then -iω is the curvature form of a hermitian metric
on a given holomorphic line bundle E over B iff

μ[ω] = m*(E).

So the map m*: Hι (B, &*) -• H1 {B, £?+) is at the core of our prob-
lem: the existence or the unicity of an annular bundle with given
modular data is linked to the surjectivity or injectivity of this map.
Therefore it is natural to ask when the groups Hk(BfS

ι) vanish. It
turns out that the answer is very natural:

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let B be a manifold. Then for every k > 0 we
haveHk{B,Sι) = (0) iffHk(B,Z) = (0).

Proof. By the universal coefficient theorem, for every k > 0 there
is an exact sequence

0 -+ Έx\(Hk_x{B,Z),S1) -> Hk{B, S1) -+ Hom(Hk{B,Z),S1) -> 0.

Now, S1 is a divisible group; therefore (cf. [M]) Ext(Hk_ι(B, Z), S1) =
(0), and Hk(B, S1) is isomorphic to H o m ^ ^ Z ^ S 1 ) , the character
group of Hk(B,Z). By Pontrjagin's theorem (see [P]), where we are
considering Hk(B,Z) endowed with the discrete topology and
Hk(B,Sι) endowed with the compact-open topology, the topological
character group of Hk(B, S1) is naturally isomorphic to Hk(B, Z). In
particular, Hk(B, S1) = (0) iff Hk(B, Z) = (0). D

So, here is our result.
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THEOREM 2.7. Let B be a complex manifold, r: B -> (l,+oo) a
smooth function, and ω a real closed (1, \)-form on B. Then:

(i) r and ω are the modular data of an annular bundle over B iff
μ[ω] e m*(Hι{B,&*)). In particular, this happens ifH2{B,Z) = (0);

(ii) ifH\ (Bf Z) = (0), then r and ω are the modular data of at most
one annular bundle over B.

Proof, (i) By Theorem 2.5, r and ω are the modular data of an
annular bundle over B iff μ[ω] is in the image of m*. When H2(B, Z) =
(0), by Proposition 2.6 also H2(B,SX) vanishes, and therefore m* is
surjective (by Corollary 2.2).

(ii) When H{(B,Z) = (0), by Proposition 2.6 we have Hι(B,Sι) =
(0), and therefore (Corollary 2.2) m* is injective. Hence the assertion
follows from Theorem 2.5. D

So the modular data determine the annular bundle when H\ (Bf Z) =
H2(B, Z) = (0). In this case we have

COROLLARY 2.8. Let B be a complex manifold with Hγ(B,Z) =
H2(B,Z) = (0). Then the line bundles over B are parametrized by

Proof. In fact, in this case Hι(B,t?*) is isomorphic to
(by Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.6) which, in turn, is isomorphic
to Λ u (B, R) by Theorem 2.5. D

We end this section with the characterization of the self-dual bun-
dles:

PROPOSITION 2.9. Let B be a complex manifold, and {A, pt B) an
annular bundle with modular data ω and r. Then:

(i) if A is trivial, [ω] = 0. The converse is true ifH{(B, Z) = (0);
(ii) A is self dual iffω = ω*. In particular, ifH{(B,Z) = (0) then

every self-dual bundle is trivial.

Proof. The only non-trivial part is to prove that ω = ω* implies A
self-dual. Fix a trivializing cover {Ua} of B, and let h be the filling
metric on EA, so that A is given by (1.3). On Ua, h is given by some
ha: Ua -> R+. Then, setting pa = (λα)~2, our hypothesis (coupled
with (1.4)) yields

ddc log pa = ddc log r~λ'2 on Ua.
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Therefore ddc\og(ρar
1/2) — 0 on Ua9 that is there exist holomorphic

functions ga: C/α —> C* such that ρar
1/2 = \ga\ on Ua.

Let E' be the line bundle over B represented by the 1-cocycle
{gagβlgaβ}> where {gQβ} is the 1-cocycle representing EA. The fiber
map g: E1 —• EA defined locally by

g(z,w) = (z,ga(z)w)

is an equivalence between E' and EA. Let h1 = g*h, and set

A' = {ζeE'\Kh'(ζ)<r(ζ)2},

where r is extended to E1 in the standard way. Then A1 is an annular
bundle over B equivalent (through g) to A; moreover, locally h' is
given by

h'a{z, w) = h{z, ga(z)w) = p α ( z ) - 2 | ^ ( z ) | 2 | w | 2 = r(z)|w|2.

Hence A' is locally fiber-biholomorphic to

{(z, w) G C/α x CI r(z)" 1 / 2 < |w| < r(z)1/2}.

and we are done. D

3. Fiber maps and automorphisms. In this section we want to study
the fiber maps between two annular bundles, devoting particular at-
tention to the automorphisms.

Two tools are used studying maps between plane annuli: the topo-
logical degree and some kind of variational instrument (like Schwarz
lemma [H], invariant length [K], harmonic measure [LO1, LO2], and
so on). So, we would like to construct these tools in our setting.

Let (f,φ): (A,B) —> (Af,Bf) be a fiber map. Then / maps the an-
nulus Az into the annulus A!,, for every z e B\ therefore /* sends
HX{AZ,Z) into Hι(A'φ(2),Z). Let γz: [0,1] -• Az be given by

where z e p~ι(U) = {(z, w) e U x C\pχ(z) < \w\ < ρ2(z)} and U
is an open subset of B trivializing A. If we change the trivialization,
the only change in γz is the origin; therefore γz defines a generator of
Hι(Az,Z).

Let deg z/ be the integer defined by the formula
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where [γ] denotes the homology class represented by γ. The interesting
fact is

LEMMA 3.1. Let(fφ): {A, B) -> {A, B') be a fiber map. Then degz/
is constant

Proof. Let z e Bf U c B a neighbourhood of z trivializing A and
U1 C B' a neighborhood of φ{z) trivializing A1 with φ(U) C U'.
On p~ι{U),f may be expressed as f(z, w) = (φ(z), ψ(z, w)), where
ψ: p~ι(U) —• C is holomorphic. Let γz be the generator of H\(AZ)Z)
previously defined; then

ψ{z, w)

Therefore degz / is continuous in z; since it is an integer, and B is
connected, degz / is constant. D

So the degree deg/ of a fiber map / is just degz / for any z eB.
Later on we shall need the following general construction of fiber

maps of degree 1. Let φ: B\ —• B2 be a holomorphic map, and A an
annular bundle over B2 with modular data r and ω, filling bundle E
and filling metric h. Then we can define a new annular bundle φ*A
over B\ and a fiber map iφ: φ*A —• A so that the following diagram

I 1
commutes. Indeed, it is enough to define

φ*A = {ζ e φ*E \ 1 < φ*h(ζ) < φ*r(ζ)2},

and let iφ be the restriction to φ*A of the usual map between φ*E and
E. Obviously, dcgiφ = 1.

The second tool will be a variational one; to introduce it, we need
some preliminary definitions.

Let (A, p, B) be an annular bundle. A vertical A>cycle is a &-cycle Γ
with support contained in a fiber Az. We shall say that a λ -form η on
A is horizontal if for every vertical /c-cycle Γ we have fΓη = 0. In the
usual local coordinates on A, this is equivalent to requiring that η has
no components involving only dw and dw. In particular, the notion
of horizontal fc-form is interesting only if k < 3.
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Let us define MT = {η E C°°(A) | 0 < η < 1 and ddcη is horizontal}.
If η E ̂ , the quantity / dcη is independent of the trivialization. In
fact, if γ is another cycle in Az homologous to γz in AZ9 we have

ί dcη= ί dcη,
Jγ Jγ2

by Stokes' theorem, for ddcη is horizontal.
Now we may define a function N on B by

VzeB N(z) = sup I / dcη

N essentially is a norm on the real line bundle ^ί(p, R) mentioned in
the first section.

Furthermore, define / : A —• (0,1) by

where h is the filling metric and r the modular function of A. / i s the
harmonic measure of A. Now we may prove

THEOREM 3.2. Let (A, p, B) be an annular bundle. Then ^ G / and

(3.2) VzeB N{z) = ί dcχ.

Moreover, χ is the unique function of%? such that (3.2) holds.

Proof. First of all we have to check that ^ E / . By (1.3), it follows
at once that 0 < / < 1. Next, using the formulas for h(ζ) and r(ζ)
given in the proof of Proposition 1.1, we see that in local coordinates

dcχ = τi - T-ry —dw - =dw\,
Λ logr(z)2 [w w J

ddcχ = dτ\ + τ2,

where τ\ and τz are horizontal; therefore χ E ^ .
Now, set

Vz € 5 iV(z) = sup J / ύfc>/ ?/ E C°°(^z),0 < i/ < 1, ή harmonic! ,

where dc is the differential operator of Az. N(z) is the norm on
H\ (Az, R) defined by Landau and Osserman we mentioned in the in-
troduction. Their theorem (cf. [LO2]) states that the supremum is
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achieved by exactly one function, the harmonic measure of the annu-
lus. Now, if η e %*, its restriction to Az is harmonic, because ddcη
is horizontal; therefore N > N, for restriction commutes with dc and
integration. On the other hand, χ restricted to Az is the harmonic
measure of the annulus Az\ so N(z) > f dcχ — N(z), and we get
(3.2). The unicity statement follows from the corresponding result of
Landau and Osserman. D

So we may explicitly compute N:

COROLLARY 3.3. Let (A,p,B) be an annular bundle with modular
function r. Then

logr

Proof. In fact,

N{z) = / dcχ = Λ 1 "\ , ί (-dw - Ldw) = _ 2π

r ..

D

Now we have enough material to begin our study of the fiber maps
between annular bundles. The important result is:

THEOREM 3.4. Let (f,φ): (A, B) -> (Ar, B1) be a fiber map of annular
bundles. Then

N>\άegf\φ*N'.

Proof. First of all, we want to prove that f*MT* c &. If η e J$" and
Γ is a vertical 2-cycle in A, we have

/ ddc{Tn) = / f\ddcri) = / ddcη = 0,
Jτ JT Jfs

for / is a holomoφhic fiber map and therefore fS is a vertical 2-cycle
in A1. Therefore Theorem 3.2 yields

N(z) = ί dcχ> f dc{Γχ') = ί P{dcχ') = [ dcχ'
Jyz Jγz Jγz J fmγg

= d e g / / dcχ' = degf-N'(φ(z)).

Now, η e Mf implies 1 - η € %?, and jγd
c(l-η) = - J^ dcη. Then

-N(z)= ί dc{\-χ)< ί dc{f*χ') = άtgf N'{φ{z)),
hz hz

and the assertion follows. D
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let (fφ): (A,B) -> (A',Bf) be a fiber map of an-
nular bundles. Then

log(?V)>|deg/|logr.

A map of a plane annulus into itself cannot have degree greater than
one in absolute value. A similar result is true in our setting:

COROLLARY 3.6. Let (A, p, B) be an annular bundle with bounded
modular function r, and take a fiber map (fφ): (A, B) —• (A, B). Then

Proof. Let M = sup log r < oo. If | deg/| > 1, there is z e B such
that logr(z) > M/\ deg/|. Then

logr(φ(z)) > |deg/|logr(z) > M,

impossible. D

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Bn be the unit ball of CΛ, and A the annular bun-
dle over Bn defined in Example 1.3. In this case, the modular function
r is strictly decreasing in the radius; therefore, if {fφ): {A, Bn) —•
(A, Bn) is a fiber map, Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 imply that |deg/| <
1 and φ*r > r, that is \\φ(z)\\ < \\z\\ for all z e Bn. By Schwarz's
lemma, the last condition is equivalent to requiring that ^(0) = 0. On
the other hand, if φ: Bn —• Bn is a holomorphic map with φ(0) = 0,
then / : A —* A given by /(z, w) = (φ(z), w) is a fiber map.

Now, let us examine the isomorphisms between two annular bun-
dles. If / : A -> A' is an isomorphism, obviously | deg/| = 1. But we
have something more:

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (fφ): (A, B) -> (A', B1) be an isomorphism of
annular bundles. Then

(i) φ*N' = N and φ*r' = r\
(ii) ifdegf = 1, then f*χ' = χ, f is an isometry and φ*ω' = ω;

(iii) if άtgf = — 1, then f*χf = I - χ,f is a dual isometry and
φ*cof = ω*.

Proof, (i) By Theorem 3.4, TV > φ*N' and N' > (φ~ι)*N; therefore
N = φ*Nf. The same argument, using Corollary 3.5, works for the
modular functions.
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(ii) We have

dcχ > ί dc(f*χ') = / dcχ' > ί
* h* h'φ{2) Jy'φ(z

= / dcχ.

Therefore for all z e B we have / dcχ = J dc(f*χf), and Theorem
3.2 yields f*χf = χ. By (i), this implies that / is an isometry and,
since the modular forms are essentially the curvature forms of the
filling metrics, that φ*ωf = ω.

(iii) We have

/ dc{\ - x) < ί dc(f*χf) = -[ dcγ! = ί dc{\- χ1)
Jγ. JγΎ J γ' J y'

< ί dc((f-ι)*χ)= f dc{\-χ).

Therefore for all z e B we have /r dc{\ - χ) - fyχ dc(f*χ') and, by
the unicity statement of Theorem 3.2, f*χ' = 1 - χ. By definition,
this means that for all ζ € A

log(/*T(*/(0) = j l og /^^O = loghjζ)
l o g φ * r ' { ζ ) 2 l o g φ * r ' ( ζ ) 2 l ( C ) r

that is, by (i), (*/)*(#')* == ?̂ a n ( * / is a d u al isometry. Looking at
the curvature forms we get φ*ωf = ω*. D

In one variable, a holomorphic map of a plane annulus into itself
of degree 1 is an automorphism. In our setting, this is in general not
true.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let (A, p, Bn) be the annular bundle of Example 1.3.
The map τ: A-+ Ao given by τ(z, w) = (0, w) is a retraction of defor-
mation of A onto AQ (the homotopy is H(t, (z, w)) = (ίz, w)). Hence
the immersion ι0: AQ-> A induces an isomorphism /0* H\(Ao,Z) -•
H\(A,Z), and therefore every immersion ιz: Az —• A induces an iso-
morphism ιz*: H\ (Az, Z) —*> H\ (A, Z). So a fiber map / : A -• A is of
degree 1 iff it induces the identity on H\ (A, Z). Now we shall construct
a large family of fiber (and non-fiber) maps of A into itself which are
the identity on H\ (A, Z) without being surjective.

Let / : A —• A be a holomorphic map, and write f(z, w) = (φ(z, w),
ψ(z,w)). We claim that the induced homomorphism /*: H\(A,Z) -•
H\(A,Z) is the identity iff ψ(0,w) = β^w for some θ e R. In one
direction it is obvious. Conversely, assume that f* is the identity, and
let τ: A —• Ao be the previously defined retraction. Then T O / O I is
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holomorphic and (τo/o j)* is the identity. Since AQ is a plane annulus,
this implies that τ o / o ι(0, w) = (0, eiθw) for some ί e R , which is
our claim.

Now, choose 0 < a < 1 and holomorphic functions φ: A —> Cπ,
# : Λ -»C such that for all (z, u>) e ̂ 4

w)| |<α| |z | | and \g(z, w)\ < β\\z\\2,

where 0 < β < 1 satisfies

1(2-1) 1-α2

( I - / ? ) 2 " 3

(such a /? always exists). We claim that f:A-+ C w + 1 given by

/(z, n>) = (φ(z, w), <?^(1 + ̂ (z, w))w)

(where θ e R) is a non-surjective map from A into 4̂ inducing the
identity in homology. Assume for a moment that f(A) c A Then,
since p(/(^4)) is strictly contained in Bn, f is not surjective; moreover,
since /(0, w) = (0, ̂ ί<9w), /* is the identity.

So we have to prove that f(A) c A. Let z = φ{zyw) and w =
eiθ(l +g(z,w))w. Then

(3.3) | | z | | 2 + |>ί>|2 + |H>r2

< a2\\zf + 11 + #(z, w)|2|w|2 + 11 + ̂ (z, w)|"2 |w|"2

< α 2 | |z | | 2 + (1 + /?||z| |2)2M2 + (1 - ^||z| |2)-2 |w|-2.

We claim that if x e [0, β] then

(3.4) ( l + x ) 2 < l + f o c and ( 1 - x ) " 2 < 1 + ̂ JC,

where fc = (2 - /?)/(l - )?)2. The first one is easy, for

(1 + x)2 - (1 + kx) = x{x + 2 - fc) < 0

in [0, β] iff k - 2 > β, which is true. The second one is just a bit
harder, for

kx) - (1 - x)~ 2 = JC(1 - x)-2[fcc2 + (1 - 2&)JC + A: - 2] > 0

in [0, β] iff kβ2 + (1 - 2k)β + k - 2 > 0, since fc > 2. But k was chosen
so that the last expression vanishes, and the claim is proven.
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Putting together (3.3) and (3.4) we get

< (a2 - 1 + 3fc/?)||z||2 - kβ\\z\\* + 3 < 3 - ^ | | z | | 4 < 3,

by definition of /?, and so (z,w) e A.

Example 3.2 depends on a particular feature of the modular func-
tion: it is decreasing toward the boundary, allowing us to shrink the
base to construct a non-surjective map of degree 1. On the other hand,
if we choose a modular function with completely different behavior,
we get rid of this unpleasant possibility. We shall say that a function
r: B -> R is an exhaustion if {z e B \ r(z) < c} is compact for all
cer{B). Then

THEOREM 3.8. Let (A, p, B) be an annular bundle such that the mod-
ular function r is an exhaustion with just one minimum point Assume
either

(i) B is a bounded pseudoconvex domain of Cn with analytic
boundary (and n > 1), or

(ii) B is the unit disk in C.
Then every fiber map f: A —> A of degree ±1 is an automorphism.

Proof, (i) Let φ: B —> B be the induced map. By Corollary 3.5,
φ*r > r; therefore, since r is an exhaustion, φ is proper. By a theorem
of Bedford and Bell (see [BB]), φ is an automorphism. We claim that
φ*r = r.

Let ZQ G B be the minimum point of r. If z = φ~ι(zo), we have
r(z) < r(φ(z)) = r(zo); therefore z = z0, and z 0 is a fixed point of φ.

Now we need three classical theorems of Cartan (see [N] and [Kr]).
First of all, from the sequence {φk} of the iterates of φ we may extract
a subsequence {φkv} converging to ψ e Aut(i?). Secondly, the eigen-
values of dφZo have absolute value 1; therefore we may choose {φku}
so that d(φkv)Zo = (dφZo)

kl/ converges to the identity. In particular,
dψZo = id and, by the third theorem, ψ = id#.

So, assume by contradiction that r(φ(z)) > r(z) for some z e B.
Then for all v e N we have r(φκ(z)) > r{(pk»~l{z)) > > r(φ(z))9

and

r(z) = Urn r ( ^ ( z ) ) > r(φ(z)) > r{z),

contradiction.
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In short, we have proven that φ e Aut(2?) and φ*r = r. Hence /
sends Az biholomorphically onto Aφ^ for all z e B, because r(φ(z)) =
r(z) and a holomorphic map of degree ±1 of a plane annulus into
itself is a biholomorphism. Therefore / is bijective and, by Osgood's
theorem (see [N]), an automorphism.

(ii) In this case we have to prove directly that φ is an automorphism;
the rest of the proof works in the same way.

Let z0 e B be the minimum point of r, and τ e Aut(2?) such that
T(ZQ) = 0. Then, working in τ*A instead of A, we may assume that

Exactly as in (i), we have φ~ι(0) = {0}. In particular, since a
proper map of the unit disk into itself is a finite Blaschke product,
we must have φ(z) = eiθzk for some θ e R and k e N*. Assume,
by contradiction, that k > 1, and set η = 0/(1 - k); remark that
φ(peiri) = />V*. Set rη{p) = r{pe^)\ then for all v e N* and for all
0 < p < 1 we have

- rη(0) _ r(φ(pk" eιr>)) - r(0)

• ) - r ( 0 )KO)
- p*-- - • -

Therefore

r ; ( 0 ) = , i

But 0 is a minimum point for rη, contradiction. In conclusion, k=l9

and φ is an automorphism. D

Coming back to the general situation, let us denote by Aut+(^4)
(Aut-(Λ)) the set of all automorphisms of degree +1 (-1) of the an-
nular bundle A. There is a natural inclusion e: S1 -> Aut+(^4), where
ε(eιθ) is locally defined by ε(eιθ)(z, w) = (z,eιθw). These are the only
autoequivalences of A:

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let f:A->Abean equivalence. Then f = ε(eiθ)
for some θ e R.

Proof. Since / restricted to a generic fiber Az is an automorphism
of Az of degree 1, locally / must have the form
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for some 0(z) e R. Using the compatibility conditions and the holo-
morphy of /, we see at once that eiθ^ does not depend on z. π

In particular, an automorphism is essentially determined by the ac-
tion on the base:

COROLLARY 3.10. Let f,f:A-+Abe automorphisms of an annular
bundle A of the same degree, inducing the same automorphisms on the
base. Then f = ε(eiθ)f for some θ e R.

Proof. Since / and / have the same degree, / " 1 of is an equivalence
(Proposition 3.7), and the assertion follows by Proposition 3.9. D

Conversely, given an automorphism φ of the base, we would like to
know if there exists an automorphism of the bundle inducing it:

PROPOSITION 3.11. Let (A,p,B) be an annular bundle, and φ e
Aut(B). Then

(i) φ is induced by an element 0/Aut+(^4) iffφ*A is equivalent
to A;

(ii) φ is induced by an element 0/Aut_(^4) iff φ*A is equivalent
to A*.

Proof, (i) Since φ is an automorphism, iφ: φ*A —> A is an isometric
isomorphism. Therefore, if / ' : A —• φ*A is an equivalence, / = iφ of1

is an element of Aut+(.4) inducing φ on B.
Conversely, if / £ Aut+(̂ 4) induces φ on B, then f~ι o iφ is an

isometric isomorphism between φ*A and A inducing the identity on
B, that is an equivalence.

(ii) If / G Aut_(^4) induces φ on B, then *(f~ιoiφ) is an equivalence
between φ*A and A*. Conversely, if/': A* -+ φ*A is an equivalence,
then iφ o / Ό * is an element of Aut_(^4) inducing φ on B. D

Using the theory of the previous section, it is possible to state Propo-
sition 3.11 in a more expressive fashion:

COROLLARY 3.12. Let (AfpfB) be an annular bundle with annular
data r and ω, and assume H\(B, Z) = (0). Let φ be an automorphism
ofB. Then

(i) φ is induced by an element 0/Aut+(^4) iffφ*r = r and φ*ω = ω;
(ii) φ is induced by an element o/Aut_(^4) iff φ*r = r and

φ*co = co*.
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Proof. One direction is contained in Proposition 3.7. Conversely,
if φ*r = r and φ*ω = ω (φ*co = ω*), then *̂̂ 4 has the same modular
data as A (A*); therefore, by Theorem 2.7(ii), φ*A is equivalent to
A (A*). α

Now we are able to answer the question raised in Example 1.2, about
the equivalence of A and A*. We need a last definition: we shall say
that an annular bundle A is involutive if EA ® EA is trivial. Then we
have the following

THEOREM 3.13. Let (A,p,B) be an annular bundle. Then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent:

(i) A is self dual involutive;
(ii) A is equivalent to A*\

(iii) id# is induced by an element ofAat-(A).

Proof, (i) => (ii). Let A be an involutive self-dual bundle. Then
we know that EA is represented in Hι(B,<f*) by an element of the
form ι*(e), where e e Hι(B,Sι). Since A is involutive, /*(e2) = 1 in
Hι(B,&*). We claim that we may represent EΛ by an element of the
form z*(e), where e e Hι(B,Sι) is such that e2 = 1 in Hι(B,Sι).
In fact, /*(e2) = 1 means that e2 = d*(p) for some p e ^f+{B),
where d*: Sf+{B) —> Hι(B, S1) is the connecting homomorphism of
Corollary 2.2. Set e = ed*(p~ιl2)\ remark that p~χl2 e 5?+(B). Then
ι*(e) = ι*(e) and e2 = e2d*(ρ~ι) = 1, as claimed.

So, up to equivalence, we may assume that there exists a trivializing
cover {Ua} ofB such that EA is represented by a 1-cocycle {eaβ} e
Zι({Ua},$1) with (eaβ)

2 = ea/eβ for suitable eQeSι. Then

that is EA and E\ are equivalent, and it is immediate that the equiva-
lence / : EA —> E*A defined locally by f(z, w) = (z, eaw) restricts to an
equivalence of A and A*.

(ii) => (iii). Proposition 3.11 (ii).
(iii) =• (i). Let f: A —• 4̂ be an automorphism of degree -1 in-

ducing the identity on B. Then, by Proposition 3.7, ω = ω* and
(Proposition 2.9) A is self-dual. Let {Ua} be a trivializing cover of
5, r the modular function of A and {gα^} the 1-cocycle associated to
EA. Locally, / may be expressed as

f{z,w) = (z,fa(z)w-1) on p-ι(Ua),
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where fa: Ua —• C* is holomorphic. Since A is self-dual, the fa must
satisfy the \fQ\rι/2 = r 1 / 2, that is fa = eiΘ° G S1. Now, on Ua n t/^ we
must have

that is (gaβ)2 = eWa/ewe. This means that {(g^) 2} is a 1-coboundary,
and therefore A is involutive. D

For instance, the bundle of Example 1.3 is involutive. We may
compute its automorphism group:

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let (A, p, Bn) be the annular bundle of Example 1.3,
as usual. A is involutive, since it is trivial; an automorphism of degree
- 1 inducing the identity on Bn is

So we have to compute only Aut+(-4), since Aut-(A) = j Aut+(-4).
Now, if/ G Aut+(Λ) induces φ G Aut(Bw), by Example 3.1 the origin is
a fixed point of φ, that is φ{z) = Uz, for some U G U(π). Conversely,
if U G U(n), then /^r A -+ A given by fu(z,w) = (C/z, w) is an
element of Aut+(^4). Hence, by Corollary 3.10, every automorphism
of A is of the form

f{z,w) = {Uz,eiθw±ι),

for some U e V{n) and θ e R.

We shall conclude this paper showing that, in some particular case,
every automorphism of the total space of an annular bundle is a fiber
map:

PROPOSITION 3.14. Let B be a compact Riemann surface of genus
greater than 1, and let

A = { (2,w)eBxC\p x {z)<\w\< p2(z)}

be a trivial bundle over B, where p\, pi: B —> R+ are smooth functions.
Assume that there are r\,r2 G R+ such that p\ < r\ < r2 < p2 on B.
Then every holomorphic injective map f: A —• A is a fiber map.

Proof. Let us write f(z, w) = (φw(z), Ψw{z)). Put Ω = {w e C \ rx <
\w\ < ri}\ then B x Ω c A. For fixed w G Ω, ψw is a holomorphic
function on B, and hence it is constant. So dψ/dz = 0 o n ΰ x Ω , and
therefore on A. Hence f(z, w) = (φw(z), ψ{w)).
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For fixed w e Ω, φw: B -+ B is holomorphic. Since / is one-to-one
and its second component does not depend on z, φw must be one-to-
one. Therefore it is open and, since B is compact, onto. In other
words, φw is an automorphism of B depending continuously on w.
But, since the genus of B is greater than 1, Aut(2?) is discrete, and so
φw does not depend on w.

This means that dφ/dw = 0 on B x Ω, and therefore on A. In
conclusion, /(z, w) = (φ(z), ψ{w)) is a fiber map. D

If B is the torus T 2, that is if the genus of B is 1, Proposition 3.14
does not hold. Indeed, we have:

PROPOSITION 3.15. Let A = {(z, w) eΊ2 xC\r{ < \w\ < r2} be a

trivial bundle over T2, with r\,r2 G R+, r\ < r2. Then every automor-
phism of the manifold A is of one of the following two forms:

f(z,w) = (τη{w)(z),eiθw),

f(z, w) = (τη{w){z), y/nrieww~l),

where θ e R, η: Ω -> T 2 is holomorphic (and Ω = {w e C | r{ < \w\ <
r2}), and for all z e Ί2 τz e Aut(T2) is the right translation.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.14, we find that /
is of the form

f(z,w) = (φw{z),ψ(w)),

where φw is an automorphism of T 2 . Now, the connected component
at the identity of Aut(T2) is isomorphic to T 2, and the isomorphism
associates each z G T 2 to the right translation τz. Therefore there
exists η: Ω -> T 2 holomorphic such that φw = τη(wy

Finally, ψ is a map from Ω into Ω and, since it does not depend on
z, it must be onto. Therefore, since a surjective map of a plane annulus
into itself is an automorphism, ψ e Aut(Ω), and we are done. D
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